
BOEING ENGINEERS LOOK  
AT ALL ASPECTS OF  
AN AIRLINE'S RAMP 
PROCEDURES TO FIND 
OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE 
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY.
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ramp/terminal operation engineers at boeing are 
available to perform turntime studies for airlines. 
this feebased service is designed to increase 
oper ators’ awareness of the latest and most suc
cessful ramp operations processes and procedures 
and to keep them up to date on developments in 
ramp and groundsupport equipment (gSe).

this article provides an overview of these 
airplane turntime studies, details the turntime 
study process, and explains the benefits an 
operator can expect from a turntime study.

turn‑time Study overview

boeing performs onsite ramp/terminal operational 
efficiency evaluations for its customers. these 
individual evaluations, or studies, are designed to:

n Help airlines benchmark their technical status 
in terms of ensuring their awareness of the 
latest and most successful ramp operation 
processes and procedures.

n Keep airlines current on developments in gSe.
n identify areas of concern. 
n improve awareness of ramp safety. 
n recommend changes that can improve efficiency. 
n explore methods of implementing the 

recommended changes. 

in performing an evaluation, boeing engineers 
look at all aspects of an airline’s ramp procedures 
to identify opportunities to improve safety and 
effi ciency while attempting to eliminate the risk of 
damage to airplanes. the team assesses equip ment, 
procedures, and the time required to turn an air
plane. the goal is for the operator to achieve an 
efficient, economical, safe, and repeatable process. 

often, the solutions generated in an evaluation 
can be applied to other airplanes and other loca
tions. Studies can be conducted for any airport  
and for all models of boeing airplanes.

Improving 
ramp / terminal operations  
for Shorter turntimes 

Efficient, dependable ramp operations not only directly affect passengers’ 
satisfaction with an airline, but they also offer economic benefits, particularly 
for short‑haul carriers (see preceding article, “Economic Impact of Airplane 
Turn‑Times”). However, it can be difficult for airlines to achieve turn‑time 
reductions if they don’t fully understand the factors influencing airplane 
turnarounds. Boeing offers a service that analyzes turnarounds and provides 
recommendations to reduce turn‑times and improve ramp safety.

By Troy Barnett 
Principal Maintenance Engineer, 
Maintenance and ground Operations systems
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turn‑time Study proceSS

A turntime study typically includes a review of the 
following areas, with the airline determining which 
activities may require special attention:

n coordination and scheduling of labor.
n line maintenance.
n organizational structure.
n outstation (as required).
n quality assurance and control.
n ramp safety.
n ramp/terminal operations.
n technical policies and procedures.
n training.
n gSe.
n ramp policies and procedures.
n Sequence of events.

A study begins with a visit by a boeing team  
to an airline site and outstation to analyze detailed 
records on all aspects of the ramp operations 

(see fig. 1). using analytical methods and stan dards, 
the team then identifies inefficiencies and oppor tu
nities for improvement in the following areas:

n cabin grooming.
n cargo loading and unloading.
n Fueling.
n galley servicing.
n meal and beverage provisioning.
n passenger boarding and deplaning.
n potable water replenishment.
n preflight check.

the team also conducts detailed interviews 
with all levels of management and other ramp and 
terminal operations personnel. topics addressed 
include organization and job descriptions; employed 
policies and procedures; maintenance and over haul 
capabilities; and gSe, safety, and performance 
measurement methods. 

the boeing team uses a variety of criteria 
during the study, including the international Air 

transpor ta tion Association’s Airport Handling manual, 
actual airline observations, boeingrecommended 
practices and procedures, accepted industry stan
dards, and knowledge of ramp handling operations 
and gSe requirements.

At the conclusion of a ramp/terminal operation 
analysis, the boeing team verbally debriefs the 
airline’s management on the significant findings. 
the airline also receives a written report approxi
mately 30 days after the onsite evaluation. reports 
typically range from 50 to 80 pages and provide 
detailed findings, observed and proposed time lines, 
and recommendations (see fig. 2). Airline findings 
are strictly treated as proprietary infor mation and 
not shared with other airlines.

BenefitS of turn‑time StudieS

turntime studies provide operators with detailed 
recommendations on how individual tasks can be 

TyPiCAl nExT-
gEnERATiOn 737 
TURn-TiME 
sERviCing 
ARRAngEMEnT
Figure 1

A Boeing team analyzes an 
operator’s ramp operations 
to help reduce average 
turn-times and increase 
airplane utilization.

1  not required if auxiliary power unit is in use 
2  Sequence fueling with cargo loading
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T  toilet service 
P  potable water
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improved and how multiple tasks can be coordi
nated to permit optimum ramp/terminal operations 
and improve airplane utilization. these studies 
enable airlines to compare their methods and 
performance to that of other operators, obtain an 
independent review of operations and processes, 
and identify problems and prioritize solutions. 
Airlines can realize a number of benefits from 
turntime studies, including:

n efficient, repeatable, and safe turnaround oper a
tion on the ramp and inside the airport terminal.

n possibility of additional revenue and additional 
flights per day.

n reduced “ramp rash” through safety aware
ness and recurrent training.

n Safer ramp/terminal infrastructure, equipment, 
and operations.

n Fuel savings through reduced auxiliary power 
unit usage.

n reduced airplane scheduling conflicts on the 
ground and at the gates.

n reduced gate time for airplanes during 
turnaround operations.

n maximized gate usage during peak opera
tional times.

n improved passenger satisfaction.
n proper use and availability of gSe.
n better utilization of ramp personnel.
n increased management awareness of ramp 

and terminal operations.

As outlined in the preceding article, “economic 
impact of Airplane turntimes,” airplane turntime 
studies can also help an airline keep airplanes 
earning revenue during a greater portion of their 
duty cycle. the time recovered may even allow an 
additional flight at the end of the day. in one actual 
case, boeing helped an airline increase its number 
of quick turns (a turn accomplished in 30 minutes 
or less in most stations) by 33 percent.

Summary

A boeing team is available onsite to assist oper
ators in optimizing their airplane turntimes by 
using analytical methods and standards to improve 
individual tasks and coordinate multiple events on 
the ramp. boeing can perform this feebased turn
time analysis for all models of boeing airplanes. 
these studies incorporate airline maintenance, 
airline policy, government regulatory requirements, 
and gSe availability. At the conclusion, boeing will 
provide the operator with a detailed written report 
documenting the findings and recommendations 
as well as an implementa tion plan to reduce over
all turntimes.

For more information, please contact troy 
barnett at troy.a.barnett@boeing.com or view his 
Web site at http://www.boeing.com/commercial/
ams/mss/brochures/turntime.html. 
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Figure 2

Each turn-time study includes a detailed written report  
with specific recommendations, such as this flow chart,  
on how an airline can improve turn-times.

n = position equipment  n = critical path PARAMETERs
n 142 passengers off, 121 passengers on
n 2 doors used to deplane and enplane
n 1 galley service truck
n 1 lavatory service truck
n 1 potable water service truck

nOTE
n Belt loader used at cargo hold
n Aft galley, potable water, and lavatory service 

complete before passenger boarding

1  not required if auxiliary power unit is in use 
2  Sequence fueling with cargo loading
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